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There seem to be many different strands to cartography just now, some of 
which are reflected in reports in this Newsletter. Sometimes it seems that natural 
disasters can be the catalyst for noticeable mapping developments. In the same 
way as the Haiti earthquake showed the power of crowd sourcing in making 
available up-to-date mapping of the Port au Prince area in 2009, so the recent 
Japanese tsunami has prompted a huge amount of mapping and visualisation. 
I am thinking in particular of maps I have seen that predicted the size and timing 
of the tsunami as it spread radially across the Pacific; maps correlating plates, 
earthquakes and nuclear installations; and visualisations of the timing and 
distribution of aftershocks in and near Japan. Since the beginning of January 
I have been bookmarking significant maps/mapping activities in order to try 
to assess the developments that take place within a cartographic year. I hope 
to provide a short presentation on this at the SoC conference in Plymouth this 
September.

As usual SoC business has been transacted. We had a committee meeting 
in Reading in December, and on behalf of the Society I have recently 
attended meetings of both the UK Carto Committee and the UKGeoForum. At 
UKGeoForum we had a presentation from Seppe Cassetari and Fiona Cocks 
on the London Mapping Festival. To me this seemed an excellent idea, and after 
(electronic) discussion with committee we agreed to sign up as a supporter. More 
information on this is available elsewhere in this Newsletter. UKCC reviewed the 
arrangements for the ICA Report on cartographic activity in the UK, which I have 
agreed to be part of the editorial team. There are sections in this on commercial 
and non-commercial organisations in the UK. OS are supplying an update on 
their changes since the opening up of data last April, and Tim Rideout is writing 
a summary of the effects of this on the commercial mapping sector. I was asked 
to write a report on the effect on the non-commercial sector. I agreed to do 
this by writing a case study on the effect of the release of OS OpenData on 
the activities of the OpenStreetMap project. After consulting reasonably widely 
within the project, that report is in my head and needs to be written up pretty 
soon.

At UKCC there were also discussions on proposals for new ICA Commissions. 
Ken Field put forward an excellent proposal for a Commision on Map Design 
and I tabled the one on Neocartography, which is detailed elsewhere. Both were 
approved, with minor amendments, and will go to ICA General Assembly in July. 

I am now in the annual cycle of over-committing myself with conferences/
papers/reviews/presentations. I won’t bore you with details but I am committed 
to attending ICA in Paris, State of the Map in Vienna, and SoC in Plymouth. 
I have a paper in the pipeline for State of the Map entitled “OpenStreetMap: 
just a database, or a catalyst for cartographic revolution”. When this is written 
it is time to write two overdue reviews for Journal of Maps and for Area. The 
other day I went to see a match in the Emirates (stadium not country!) with 
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a geo-friend and half-time talk turned inevitably to our personal future plans. 
As a result I seem to have tentatively accepted an offer to give a guest AGI 
lecture at Nottingham University later this year. The topic is yet to be agreed, 
but surely will be something on this whole neo-crowdy-mappy subject. The OS 
6” 1st Edition research continues apace, with further data gathering at the BL 
and other libraries of national deposit. Dissemination of the work is also moving 
on. Professor Shepherd and I have agreed to do a training session for BL staff 
next month, and have been asked to present the annual lecture at the Charles 
Close Society on 7 May.

So, plenty happening, and as I always seem to be saying - get out there and be 
part of that happening. I hope to see you somewhere on the conference circuit. 
If not then I am virtually always available for mapchat.

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

ARTICLES

A lion, Lord of the Rings and a map!

Last year a friend of mine got involved in a project to bring 
life-sized fibreglass lions to Bournemouth as an arts project 
– Pride in Bournemouth.  This has been done in other towns 
and cities with various creatures (elephants in London, 
penguins in Liverpool and rhinos somewhere else!).  This year 
in Bournemouth the lions will raise funds for the Born Free 
Foundation and local children’s charity Julia’s House.  The idea 
is local artists paint the lions for businesses who sponsor them, 
then after being on display all summer they are auctioned off.  
There was a grand launch party, to which I was invited, with 
Martin Clunes and Viginia McKenna – patrons of Born Free.

A few weeks later, my friend had been encouraging various 
businesses to sponsor the lions, and in talks with Hotel Miramar 
had come up with the idea for them to have a Tolkien-themed 

Steve Chilton 
(SoC Chair)

Now we know why Steve 
had never visited his 

local  Museum 
(on the left)

 . . . just too tempting to 
pop next door first

 . . . see page 4
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Follow Elanor’s blog at: 

http://silmiramarillion.
blogspot.com 

and if you would like to know 
more about the Bournemouth 

project you can visit: 

http://www.
prideinbournemouth.co.uk.  

lion as the Tolkiens used to stay at 
the hotel.  It seemed a great plan 
– and as this friend knew I was a 
fan (and named from The Lord of 
the Rings), and drew maps, she 
suggested me to paint this lion 
on which they wanted to include 
a map.  Though I was a little 
unsure of how I would do this, I 
jumped at the opportunity – too 
good to miss.

I started in December to a room 
full of people playing bridge – 
only working a couple of hours 
a few mornings a week.  It has 
been slow progress, and took me 
a while to get onto the map part, 
but now that is mostly finished 
as is the whole lion.  The map 
is of Middle Earth and spreads 
across the lion’s back – it covers 
the area of Frodo’s journey 
to take the ‘one ring’ back to 
Mordor and Mount Doom to its 
destruction.

I have used acrylic paints, and 
the map is in the old parchment 
style with mountains and trees 
seen side-on.  It’s been great fun 
to paint – but tricky too to get the 
detail and paint over the curves 

on the lion.  I had never painted on a 3D object on this scale before.  The lettering has 
been the trickiest part even with a fine brush, and I have had to paint over a few errors.  
All the same, I think it works pretty well now and the images from the story that I am 
painting all around the lion and down its legs will hopefully relate to moments of the 
journey and therefore to the map. It is definitely the most interesting map I have ever 
drawn!

Elanor McBay
EM Maps and Graphics

Harry Beck and the London Tube Map

For the first three months of this year there has been an exhibition about the tube map 
at our local museum – Church Farmhouse Museum. What is strange is that in all the 
years I have worked here I have never visited the museum as it seemed to be a very 
low-key local history museum. Now, poignantly, the financial cutbacks are hitting the 
borough and after the end of March the museum is to close and be moth-balled. It is 
a lovely old farmhouse and I jokingly asked the curator if I could have his details so we 
(the University) could make a bid for it. Don’t hold your breath for the opening of the 
Steve Chilton Museum of Contributions to Cartography!

The exhibition occupied two rooms of the museum, just above the recreated scullery.  
You will probably know the story, but the following summary is from the publicity handout:

“The familiar London tube map, which is 80 years old this year, was the creation of Harry 
Beck (1902-1974), who lived in Finchley. There are memorial plaques in his honour at 
Finchley Central Station and on his house in Courthouse Road N12.

There were, of course, maps of the London underground system before Beck’s but 
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these aimed to be topographically correct …. with the result that the names of the 
dense cluster of stations of central London were hard to decipher. Beck’s genius was 
in simplification; his design, reputedly based on an electrical wiring diagram, dispensed 
with realism in favour of readability.

When Beck submitted his first design to Frank Pick at London Underground it was 
considered too radical but in its trial run the map proved an immediate success. Although 
Beck’s design was altered over the years (much to Beck’s displeasure) the fundamental 
concept remains. Moreover, Beck’s creation has influenced the maps of underground 

railways in cities across the world.

In 2006 visitors to the Design Museum chose Beck’s map as their 
second favourite British design of the 20th century (the first choice 
was Concorde). The exhibition is based on a local private collection 
and traces the development of the London Underground map from 
the 19th century to the present day.”

The exhibition contained a large range of variants of the map over 
the years, and a selection of station artefacts – signage, lamps, 
posters and leaflets, etc. There were some nice examples of pre-
Beck maps, such as the 1908 ‘London Electric Railways’ map and 
the 1928 ‘Underground Railways of London’ map. It was nice to see 
a copy of his original sketch, drawn on the page of an exercise book. 
The earliest map was from the 1880s – the ‘District Railway’ Map of 
London (5th Ed) which shows the companies that formed London 
Underground, and had strikingly visible blue and red stations, and 
also some strange station names – eg Acton Town was called Mill 
Hill Park.

The variants over the years included ones from 1934, 1937, 1940, 
1943, 1947 and 1951. There was also one showing the proposed 
“Northern Heights” extension, which would have taken the Northern 
line onwards from Mill Hill East, via Edgware, to Bushey Heath. It 
never happened, but you can trace the route both on the ground and 
on maps and aerial photos. There were other variants that came out 
of London Transport, including the 1961 ‘Hutchinson’ Map, whose 
proportions just do not work as well as those envisaged by Beck.

Also included were some examples from other countries’ metro 
systems – Melbourne, Prague, LA, Paris, Chicago and Hamburg. 
Further examples from London included maps for special events, 
like the 1948 Olympics, the Coronation, and war victory celebrations.  

Trivia: The first underground 
in the world was the 
Metropolitan Railway 

between Paddington and 
Farringdon Street, which 

opened on 10 Jan 1863. The 
Circle Line was completed in 

1884.
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And it did, of course, include Dorian Lynskey’s 2006 parody for the Guardian which 
traces the story of 20th century music.

It was a small yet fascinating exhibition which threw some new light on the story to 
me. I asked the curator whose collection it was and what was happening to it, but he 

swerved both questions. On my 
first visit I was the only punter 
in the whole museum. On the 
second visit there was a group 
of “trainoracks” in, and it was 
fascinating to hear them arguing 
over minutiae of the tube system 
over the years – ghost stations 
seeming to be a particular topic 
of interest.

Steve Chilton
Middlesex University

Proposed ICA Commission on Neocartography

The UK Carto Committee decided that they should propose a new Commission to ICA 
(International Cartographic Association) on neocartography. I was asked to consider 
writing the proposal and being nominated as chair. After careful consideration, and 
discussion with a couple of colleagues in cartography whose views I respect (I was 
mostly concerned about my ability to deliver on the task), I agreed to take it on. A very 
rapid proposal writing period of a few days led to it being tabled at the next UK Carto 
Committee – because National Committees (which UKCarto is) have to sponsor any 
new commission proposals. The chair has to find one or more vice-chairs willing to be 
proposed as well, who must be from a different country to them.  After various email 
approaches I was able to nominate Manuela Schmidt from the University of Vienna 
as proposed vice-chair. I was looking to strike a balance by securing a second vice-
chair, preferably from over the water. I am really pleased to say that Andrew Turner from 
FortiusOne has agreed to be nominated. This gave a nice balance, and I hope some of 
the credibility that I can’t really bring to the project. 

Shanghai Metro Mapping
2005 (top left) 
and 2010 (left)

 . . . spot the difference!

More information at: http://
underground-history.co.uk/

northernh4.php or Google the 
term for other sites.
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The summary of the proposal is as follows:
“This Commission would be both academic and practical. The aim is to encourage a 
more active engagement between cartographers and other individuals/groups in society 
engaged in new (and often ephemeral) mapping activities. 

In 2011-2015 we would:

•	 investigate the emergence of Neocartography and develop a web site to act as 
a shop window and reference point for researchers and practitioners in this area 

•	 organise sessions at future ICA conferences (commencing with ICC2013 in 
Dresden) and collaborate with representatives of other disciplines and ICA 
Commissions in meetings and seminars (eg Maps and Society)

•	 organize specialist conferences/workshops on topics related to Neocartography. 
These would be local meetings to encourage ICA participation from groups who 
might not normally do so

•	 encourage publication in this area, specifically publication in what may be 
considered traditional cartography journals - such as the Cartographical Journal, 
Society of Cartographers Bulletin, and Cartographica 

•	 support research into, creation of, and dissemination of information about 
appropriate web-tools 

•	 hold joint meetings with mapping and allied communities. In the first four years 
these might focus upon participatory community mapping and map design.” 

So, now the proposal goes to the General Assembly of the ICA, to be held at the end of 
the ICA Conference in Paris from 3-8 July 2011. Because this international work gives 
me a certain kudos at work I have managed to secure some help in attending the ICA 
conference, which I thought I wouldn’t get to (having gone all the way to Santiago, 
Chile, two years ago!) and which I hadn’t bothered to submit a paper proposal to. Not 
wishing to rest just on the words of the proposal I decided to see if I could get anyone to 
step forward and support the proposal. By variously emailing contacts, using twitter and 
other social media, and by word of mouth, I managed to start accumulating supporters, 
who I’ve asked to agree to their names being added to the proposal website. It is really 
pleasing to be able to report that the supporters include some pretty prominent people 
in the field.

So, what is actually going to happen? Well, let’s just surmise that the proposal gets 
accepted. ICA is already supporting the OpenStreetMap European conference and I 
hope to be able to establish links with the research strand at the conference – which is 
just a week after ICA and has Manuela Schmidt as co-organiser and Muki Haklay (UCL) 
as one of its keynotes. I will work with Andrew Turner to get something similar to take 
place in the States (no idea where and when yet!). Looking even further forward I hope 
to be able to have an ICA Commission meeting in parallel with SoC 2012 at UCL, and 
possibly a joint meeting day or something on those lines. Further avenues of publishing 
appropriate papers (as outlined above) will also be pursued. Please note that this is 
NOT just about OpenStreetMap though. As I may have said before, it is incumbent on 
all us ‘traditional’ cartographers to engage with, and both lead and follow the so-called 
neocartographers. We can teach each other loads. So, please do feel free to join us on 
this exciting journey. 

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

 http://www.soc.org.uk/
neocartography

http://www.soc.org.uk/
neocartography/supporters.

htm

If anyone reading this wants to 
add their support they should 
just email me:

steve8mdx.ac.uk

OpenStreetMap European 
conference http://www.sotm-

eu.org/ 
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Olympian Mapping

During the build up to the Beijing Games in 2008 I was interested in the online interactve 
mapping that appeared to enable visitors to locate events and navigate their way in a 
city where the language could pose a considerable barrier. I remember being quite 
impressed by the range of maps and information on offer, so decided to see how the 
2012 Games are shaping up mapwise.

The London Mapping Festival mentioned on page 11 is a clear expression of the 
growing importance of innovative mapping technologies and navigational aids, the 
latter is actually encouraging some to dispense with maps altogether . . . ok until the 
battery goes flat! However, in the 21st century one is far more likely to search the web 
and download a pdf image from Google, Streetmap or some other route finder rather 
than call into the local book shop or WH Smith for a printed map. 

Now booking for the 2012 Games has gone live on the web it seemed timely to seek out 
information about the events and their locations.

Hitting the home page there is a small map of the UK centre screen ‘Find venues, 
news and images’ inviting you to enter your postcode. Just for a laugh, I did enter 
my postcode and ended up as I expected zooming out a long way before Coventry 
emerged as my nearest venue. Along with large parts of Scotland and most of Wales 
there are no Olympic venues in easy reach, but I did not really expect there would be.

The website and mapping, just like the logo (which I still don’t like), is in vivid candy 
colours; the garish colours I choose when doing a draft choropleth map before I fine tune 
the final artwork with more subtle shades.  I guess it is good for visual effectiveness. The 
next screen invites you to explore a map of the UK, London or Olympic Park. A small key 
in the left hand corner lists News, Blogs, Venues, Events, Slideshow, Photos and Videos 
. . featuring everything from building the venues to cultural events. If you choose you 
can actually navigate the whole website via the small map on the Home page.

Clicking on Olympic Park and zooming in, the mapping is pleasing to the eye pale green, 
grey and white although the Park area with a photo backdrop is virtually obliterated 
by flagged points and images. The images are being updated frequently as buildings 
emerge; amidst the building site surroundings, several shots have been updated since 
I started exploring the website a week ago. Venues flagged in green open up the pages 
with all the information you are ever likely to need on all aspects of the building - the 
architect, whether it is to be a temporary or permanent structure, seating, exact location 
and sporting events being held there.  All the events are clickable taking you to further 
pages about dates, events, disciplines, medals, jargon and interesting facts.

http://www.london2012.
com/

2012 Olympic Stadium
Photo: Ollie O’Brien
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Navigation of the website is great, but I’m still 
not sure how to get there! No need to return to 
the Home page just choose the  ‘Visiting in 2012’ 
tab and there are the reassuring words hoping 
to make our journey there as easy as possible, 
and further down a sugar pink tab ‘Getting to Your 
Event’ links to options for London and UK venues. 
Choosing London, there is a set of tasteful 
maps to download as PDFs. They seem to have 
everything covered and are as user-friendly as 
one would hope.

 Rosie Duncan
Newsletter Editor
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IN THE NEWS

Australians seek return of their nation’s “birth 
certificate”

Reported in the Daily Telegraph 26 January 2011
Australians have started a campaign calling for Britain to hand over the first map 
ever to refer to the nation by the word “Australia”, claiming that the document is the 
country’s “birth certificate”.

Matthew Flinders, a British explorer and cartographer, drew the map in 1804 after 
becoming the first European to circumnavigate the land mass. It was the first time a 
navigator used the name “Australia” to describe the continent, which had previously 
been referred to as New Holland or Terra Australis. The map, which measures 36in by 
28in, is currently kept at the United Kingdom Hydrographic Office (UKHO) in Taunton, 
Somerset, but is not on display.

A group of academics and politicians has called on the Government to give the 
document to Canberra as a sign of goodwill. A spokesman for the UKHO said: 
“Matthew Flinders was a Commander in Her Majesty’s Royal Navy on board the HMS 
Investigator and, as such, the UK Government holds it as a public record and it is 
officially part of the UK National Archives.”

Contributed by Claire Ivison
Kingston University

Japanese Earthquake and Tsunami

Web reporting in maps
This time last year Steve Chilton reported on the mapping associated with the 
earthquakes in Chile and Haiti. It is clear that maps play such an important role in 
conveying the impact and extent of events, like the earthquake and tsunami that 
has wreaked unimaginable devastation in Japan. Japan experiences circa 2000 
quakes annually, but the unprecedented magnitude of the earthquake on 11 March, 
combined with the tsunami and on going problems at the Fukushima Daiichi Nuclear 
Power Plant have spawned the compilation of hundreds of maps. Here are just a few 
samples of mapping that were particularly interesting to me:

http://www.bbc.co.uk/
news/world/asia_pacific/
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|
The first example shows the ‘Daily energy 
release chart’ tracking the quakes from 
early on 11 March through to the present 
day and clearly illustrates the build up and 
the continuing aftershocks. 

The other maps I have picked out were all 
found via the BBC Asian News; they have, 
as expected, a clear map showing all the 
major locations with associated video 
reports. t

The Tsunami progress and 
timing of the Tsunami wave 
as it spread towards the 
coast of Japan and out into 
the Pacific.                       }

The other curious map is 
that created by Facebook 
tracking the status 
updates as a result of the 
earthquake and tsunami as 
news travelled via the social 
networking site across the 
globe.                              t

Rosie 
Duncan,
Newsletter 
Editor

http://www.bbc.
co.uk/news/technol-

ogy-12730297 

The Facebook 
infographic (new word 
for map?) tracks how 
news of the disaster 

spread, by highlighting 
status updates 

containing the words 
Japan, earthquake or 
tsunami, illustrated 

through growing and 
shrinking black blobs.

Daily energy release see
http://www.japan-
quakemap.com/
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“Smart phones put ‘shorts and flip-flop’ ramblers in 
peril”

Reported in the Daily Telegraph 8 April 2011

The headline “Smart phones put ‘shorts and flip-flop’ ramblers in peril” will cause any 
proper walker to wince, but the report hi-lights the growing problem of the inexperienced 
trekking out into the hills inadequately dressed, without any map or compass, expecting 
their smart phone apps to be their navigator and guide whatever the weather conditions.

Mountain rescue teams are increasingly being called upon to help with walkers who 
are inadequately equipped. Calls have increased by 50 per cent in the last five years.  

“This generation have never experienced risk or inconvenience.”

The hikers are embarrassed when their gadgets fail them due to poor signal or run out 
of power.  Perhaps these modern navigational aids need to carry a government health 
warning!

Contributed by Rosie Duncan
Newletter Editor

SOCIETY NEWS

London Mapping Festival

“The London Mapping Festival is a series of events combining existing programmes 
with new specially organised activities. Over an 18 month period the London Mapping 
Festival will encompass all mapping-related disciplines including surveying, GIS, GPS 
and remote sensing. It will showcase the unique range of innovative technologies 
and applications that exist for the capital. A wide array of public events will explore 
the evolution of London as a global centre and illustrate how modern geo spatial 
technologies are being used for its future development.

The aim of the festival is to bring the wider geo spatial industry together by:

	 promoting a series of public events, including geo technical exhibitions, 
educational workshops, public lectures, and schools events and activities

	 demonstrating all aspects of mapping London from experts within the fields of 
cartography, remote sensing, photogrammetry, surveying, GPS and GIS

	 including events organised by commercial companies, public sector 
organisations, research and academic institutions, societies and industry 
bodies

The London Mapping Festival will run from June 2011 through to December 2012.
The events will be open to professionals, mapping enthusiasts, academics, students 
and the public. The various events and activities will be aimed at different audiences to 
show how everyone uses or is impacted by geo spatial technology.”

SoC has signed up as a “supporter” – for a small charge. We already have the 2012 
Summer School (at UCL) in the programme of events, which hopefully will generate 
interest in that and we may have other engagements with the festival. More details 
should be available from the website from 1 April.

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

http://www.
londonmappingfestival

.org/wordpress/

‘Recent incidents included a 
couple who tried to find their 
way off a peak in thick mist 
using Google maps on their 
iPhone.’
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Update - Summer School 2011 

This year’s Society of Cartographers Summer School conference will be taking place 
at the University of Plymouth, located in the historic maritime city of Plymouth and 
surrounded by Devon’s glorious countryside. It’s been nearly twenty years since the 
conference was last hosted here, and we are looking forward to welcoming anyone who 
works with or has an interest in mapping. 

An interesting and diverse programme has been organised, with papers on 3D urban 
planning, seabed visualisation, mobile mapping apps and the place of cartography 
in GIS. Keynote speaker will be author and presenter Professor Jerry Brotton. Jerry is 
perhaps best known for his book Trading Territories: Mapping the Early Modern World 
(Reaktion and Cornell, 1997) and more recently for presenting the BBC series ‘The 
Power of Maps’. The ever popular workshops will be present, with confirmed sessions 
covering OS Opendata, MAPublisher, aural mapping and an Adobe CS5 clinic. More 
are in the pipeline.

The networking side of the conference has not been forgotten. Aside from the option 
of an informal and relaxing beverage on Plymouth Hoe, there is the regular Pub Quiz 
and optional visits to Plymouth’s world famous gin distillery and/or the Eden Project 
in Cornwall. For the Annual Dinner we break with tradition this year when, following a 
reception and speeches on Plymouth’s famous Mayflower steps, we depart for a short 
cruise up the River Tamar.

We look forward to welcoming you to Plymouth in September.
Brian, Tim and Jamie

University of Plymouth

Are you tempted by the summer school, or want to 
know more?

If you have seen information about the SoC Summer School and want to know more, 
there are two particular things you can do to find out:

Go to the website at http://soc2011.soc.org.uk/ and

1. Click on the link “READ thoughts from a delegate”. This will give you the views of 
Benjamin Hennig, who was a first time delegate last year and has shared his thoughts 
on the conference. He is also an active carto-twitter under the handles “worldmapper” 

and “beyondmaps”

2 . Click on the link “Steve Chilton 
speaks to Gary Gale about the 
2010 Summer School”. This is a 
podcast with Gary, who is Director 
of Ovi Places for Nokia, and who 
was also a first timer at Manchester. 
He gives some interesting views on 
cartography and on the summer 
school.

Steve Chilton
SoC Chair

For more information about 
the 2011 Summer School:

   http://soc2011.soc.org.uk/

Future Summer 
School Venues

Dates for your diary

2011
Plymouth

2012
UCL

Would you like to host a 
Summer School?

If so, please contact 
Steve Chilton 

Email:
steve8@mdx.ac.uk

Drake Circus Mall, Plymouth
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SOCIETY VACANCY - Honorary Reviews Editor
 
The Society needs a new Honorary Reviews Editor for the Bulletin. Bob Parry returned 
temporarily to the post three years ago, but now seeks permanent retirement! 
 
The Reviews Editor should have an awareness of, and active interest in, new publications 
(and maps) in cartography and related fields, and possess some editing skills. The work 
requires soliciting, receiving and dispersing material to suitable reviewers, and receiving 
and editing the reviews before passing them to the Bulletin Editor. Bob is happy to email 
further information about what is required to any prospective candidates, and can also 
supply a list of recent reviewers and of likely publishers. He should initially be contacted 
via the Newsletter Editor.

WHAT’S NEW

A new book - Mapping London

Mapping London is a beautiful, compelling anthology of over six centuries of London 
maps, tracing the mesmerising evolution of the city and exploring the hopes and fears 
of its inhabitants as history unfolds. Lavishly illustrated with over 200 maps from literary 
imaginings and utopian prophecies to portrayals of London in contemporary computer 
games, Mapping London explores the city through the ages in all its labyrinthine glory.

Author: Simon Foxell
Published: March 2011
Hardback 288 pages 300 b/w and colour ills 29.0 x 24.0 cm11.5 x 9.5 in
ISBN 13: 978 1 906155 45 2
Price: £24.95

 

CARTOGRAPHIC RAMBLINGS
          

London’s surnames mapped  

This map shows the 15 most frequent surnames in each Middle Super Output Area 
(MSOA) across Greater London. The colours represent the origin of the surname (not 
necessarily the person) derived from UCL’s Onomap Classification tool. The surnames 
have also been scaled by their total frequency in each MSOA.
Surnames and their frequencies were derived from the 2001 CACI UK Enhanced 
Electoral Roll. Boundary Data Crown Copyright Ordnance Survey 2010. River Thames 
from OpenStreetMap CC-By-SA.

Contributed by Jenny Kynaston
Royal Holloway, University of London

This is James Cheshire’s 
research blog. James 

is a PhD student based 
in the Department of 

Geography and Centre 
for Advanced Spatial 
Analysis, University 

College London.
Twitter @spatialanalysis

£14.97 -  40% discount 
offer email:

jess@blackdogonline.
com
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Museum of London - Object of the Month

Just as I was researching the Museum of London website for details of their new 
exhibition ‘Hand-drawn London’ I spotted that April’s ‘Object of the month’ is a map: 
Charles Booth’s Map of Poverty - a descriptive map of London poverty. 

“Between 1886 and 1903 philanthropist Charles Booth worked with a team of assistants 
to produce a series of maps of the capital as part of his survey into life and labour in 
London. The map set out to identify the social character of every street in London through 
colour coding.’

Contributed by Rosie Duncan
Newletter Editor

EVENTS

21 Apr – 11 September 2011
Hand-drawn London
Venue: The Museum of London, London Wall, London EC2Y 5HN
Opening Times: Open daily 10am - 6pm, admission free.
Email: info@museumoflondon.org.uk
Telephone: 0207001 9844
Website: www.museumoflondon.org.uk 
In partnership with Londonist.com, join us for a new display of 11 hand-drawn maps 
of London created by members of the public. The exhibition looks at mapping, not 
as a factual or geographical tool, but as the individual experiences, perceptions and 
imaginations of Londoners.

14 May - 26 June 2011
Linguistic geographies: three centuries of language, script and 
cartography in the Gough Map of Great Britain
Venue: Proscholium, Bodleian Library, Broad Street, Oxford, UK
Website: www.goughmap.org
A rare public display of the map along with a copy of Richard Gough’s ‘British 
Topography’ and its engraving of the map that gained his name.

For more information 
visit:

www.museumoflondon.
org.uk/London-Wall/

Whats-on/Events/Feature-
dEvents/ObjectOfThe-

Month.htm
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16 - 17 May 2011
ESRI UK Annual Conference 2011
Venue: Hilton London Metropole
Contact: ESRI (UK) Events
Email: events@esriuk.com
Telephone: +44 (0)1296 745666
Website: www.esri.com/events/user-conference/index.html 
Address: ESRI (UK), Millennium House, 65 Walton Street, Aylesbury, Buckinghamshire 
HP21 7QG

The Esri UK Annual Conference 2011, entitled New Approaches for our Changing 
World, will explore how your organisation can gain strategic advantage from taking a 
geographic approach to inform its business-critical decisions, leading to new insights, 
greater collaboration and efficiency improvements.

8 - 10 June 2011
The British Cartographic Society Annual Symposium:
The Power of the Image
Venue: Shrigley Hall, Macclesfield, Cheshire, UK
Website: www.cartography.org.uk/default.asp?contentID=889

This enlightening three-day event attracts specialists from private, academic and 
government organisations whose common interest lies in using and promoting maps as 
a valuable communication device. It provides both a valuable and enjoyable opportunity 
to learn and share information about recent projects, join focused discussion groups 
and network with colleagues and experts sharing the same interest.

9 June 2011
Oxford Seminars in Cartography, 18th Annual Series
Venue: University of Oxford Centre for the Environment, South Parks Road, Oxford, UK
Website: http://www.geog.ox.ac.uk/news/seminars/mt10_cartography.html

23 - 25 June 2011
The Language of Maps
Venue: Bodleian Library, Oxford
Website: www.bodley.ox.ac.uk/csb/Projects_Gough_Map_Bodleian.htm
Email: Nick Millea <Nick.Millea@bodleian.ox.ac.uk>

3 - 8 July 2011
25th International Cartographic Conference and the 15th General 
Assembly of the International Cartographic Association
Venue: Palais de Congréss, Paris, France
Website: www.icc2011.fr

21 - 23 November 2011
Title: 8th Symposium on Location-based Services
Venue: Vienna University of Technology, Vienna, Austria
Contact: Dr. Georg Gartner,
Email: georg.gartner@tuwien.ac.uk
Telephone: +43-1-58801-12611
Website: www.lbs2011.org

The biennial Helen Wallis 
Memorial Lecture will be given 

by Mr Peter Barber, Head of 
Map Collections at the British 

Library.
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END NOTE

As Easter approaches I hope you will enjoy taking time out to read this April edition of 
the Newsletter. You may notice a change in the format to A4, hopefully making it easier 
for printing.

The review of Olympic mapping will remind you to apply for tickets for 2012, or if you 
are in easy travelling distance of London, the Museum of London exhibiton ‘Hand-
drawn London’ looks like an interesting diversion from wedding fever, however if you 
are heading for the hills I am sure no self respecting cartographer ever sets off without 
a map. 

Ed

Society of Cartographers

WALLIS AWARD 2010 - 2011

Entries are invited from members of the Society of Cartographers for this year’s Wallis Award
For cartographic work completed during the period 

September 2010 to September 2011.

Entries should be accompanied by either a descriptive display panel or a written 
commentary, giving background details and technical information relating to the 
method of production. Submitted entries must be comprised of cartographic design 
or production undertaken in full or as majority effort by a member of the Society of 
Cartographers. Entries can be produced by either digital or traditional technology, in 
monochrome or multicolour and may consist of a single map, a series of maps for 
a publication or an atlas. The criteria for judging will consider such factors as overall 
clarity; balanced layout and design; aesthetic appearance; content fit for purpose; and 
the appropriate selection and use of colours, type and symbology.

The basis for the award is “excellence in cartography”.

The current award, courtesy of Honorary Member Mr David Wallis, provides a sum of 
£100 plus a certificate for the successful entrant. Notification and details (particularily 
size and format) of the entries should be sent to the Hon. Secretary, together with a 
note of your membership number, as soon as possible and by 31 August 2011 at latest. 
The entry itself should either be forwarded to the Hon. Secretary or submitted at the 
beginning of the Summer School.

Judging will take place during the week of the Cartography 2011 Summer School in 
Plymouth where all entries will be exhibited.

As an entrant for the Wallis Award you are giving permission to the Society of 
Cartographers (SoC) and its Committee to display entries at its Annual Summer School, 
and to reproduce all or part of your entry in all SoC publications and on the SoC website, 
without copyright, or payment of royalties or reproduction fees. Author(s) and/or the 
holders of the copyright will be duly acknowledged in any SoC publication in which 
your entry or entries are published. Those entering are fully responsibility for obtaining 
permission from the copyright holder prior to entering.

NEXT EDITION July 2011

 Please send comments and 
contributions for the Summer 

Newslettter to me at:
Rosie.Duncan@staffs.ac.uk  
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Please complete in full the following entry form and post or email the form to: 
Mike Shand, (Mike.Shand@ges.gla.ac.uk) Hon. Secretary, 
CartoGraphics Unit, Dept. of Geographical & Earth Sciences, 
University of Glasgow, Glasgow G12 8QQ, Scotland, UK

WALLIS AWARD ENTRY FORM
Name of entrant:

Address:

Telephone:

E-mail:

Organisation:

Membership 
Number:

Title of Entry:
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Society of Cartographers

SUMMER SCHOOL BURSARIES

The Society of Cartographers offers TWO bursaries to allow half attendance at their 
Annual Summer School to be held at the University of Plymouth from Monday 5 to 
Wednesday 7 September 2011.

The bursary offer is open to STUDENT and OVERSEAS members only. Each bursary 
will cover HALF the Summer School attendance package and registration costs. Travel 
costs to and from the SoC Summer School will NOT be covered by the bursary.

The aim of the bursary is to give financial assistance to members who would otherwise 
be unable to attend due to lack of other financial support. Closing date 30 June annually. 
Submissions will be reviewed by the Bursary Sub-committee and successful applicants 
will be notified by 3 July 2011.

Please complete the following application form in full and post or email a scanned copy 
to:
Mike Shand, Hon Secretary, (Mike.Shand@ges.gla.ac.uk) 
CartoGraphics Unit, 
Department of Geographical and Earth Sciences, 
University of Glasgow, 
Glasgow G12 8QQ, U.K.

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

BURSARY APPLICATION FORM

CLOSING DATE FOR APPLICATION WILL BE THE FIRST POST 
ON 30 JUNE 2011

Name: .................................................................................................................................................

Address: .............................................................................................................................................

..............................................................................................................................................................

.............................................................................................................................................................

Telephone: .......................................................................................................................................

E-mail: .................................................................................................................................................

Organisation: ..................................................................................................................................

Membership No: ...........................................................................................................................

Membership Category:     Student      Overseas  (tick as appropriate)

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Comments to support this application:

For further information contact: 
Mike Shand, Hon. Secretary,  Society of Cartographers
Department of Geographical and Earth Sciences, University of Glasgow, 
Glasgow G12 8QQ, UK

Summer School 
2011

Plymouth


